
Manage your published content right 
alongside image reviews, video reviews 
and your own uploaded visuals for one 
single source library.  


90% increase in Average Session 
Duration with published UGC

Manage photo reviews, videos 
and Instagram mentions all in one 
place. Tag products in any image 
to create shoppable UGC 
galleries for individual products or 
collections.

34@karysstapley

howdy howdy  we are 
team rowdy ninelivesbazaar

Request permission

@montanalower 639

mum and dad off duty  in sneak 
peak new collection for 
ninelivesbazaar 

2 products, 1 category

Montana Lower

1 product, 1 category

Published

Love everything about the Fleur 
dress    the cut is so flattering & 
easy to wear! This print is a stand 
out!

@Valentinethomas

I’ve been travelling everywhere 
with it, it’s smaller so super 
practical  check them out 
@hellodayowls Really inspiring 
company! #recycledgoods 
#dayowlpartner

Request permission

3,231 32

Add Category 

Add one or more categories to show this 
photo on specific pages of your store. 

Enter product SKU

UGC

Shoppable

Galleries.

Buckle up by CLICK FRENZY sales 
have commenced...

nudea.underwear


8 hours ago

Shop Now

Engage shoppers with your most 
valuable brand assets. Share authentic, 
visual content from happy customers to 
drive product discovery and inspiration.

1

 Kore Short

Shop Now

Tag Multiple 
Products
You’ve earned their trust, now convert by 
giving customers instant purchasing 
power. Make it simple to shop the look 
with multiple product tags per image. 

Video First invites


Talk directly to the customer with review requests 
sent via video. Deepen the connection, improve their 
experience, and see more quality video content in 
return. 

Photo reviews


Optimise your UGC strategy by focusing on your biggest 
advocates. Use email flows to automatically request photos 
from 5* reviewers.

Collecting UGC with 
review invites.

2. Schwarze Glücksfeder

Shop Now

1

2

Adam Lindsay

CEO & Founder - koh.com

“REVIEWS.io has added so much value to our review 
collection. We have the tools to collect more UGC 
than ever before, giving us real insight into our 
customers, how they use and where they use our 

product.

 Große Strelitzie Weiß

Shop Now



DayOwl’s sophisticated use 
of customer data and UGC to 
improve the customer 
experience.

Apréo use customer loyalty 
to reward them for tagging 
UGC and uploading it to 
reviews. 

Nudea share UGC and 
collect attribute data to 
support women of all 
shapes & sizes

Read More Read More Read More

+

Enhance email 
campaigns with UGC.

Klaviyo user? Add shoppable galleries to emails. 



Choose from multiple layouts, then drag and drop dynamic 
content blocks into your templates. From abandoned cart 
emails to product recommendations, UGC in email 
marketing drives a 78% higher click through rate.



With REVIEWS.io’s advanced collection tools and fast 
loading widgets, it’s never been so easy to gather and 
publish conversion driving UGC.

COPY CODE

Our 

Support.

With REVIEWS.io’s advanced collection 
tools and fast loading widgets, it’s 
never been so easy to gather and 
publish conversion driving UGC. Let our 
dedicated team help you build a custom 
strategy to maximise the power of our 
market leading solution.


James Bertram

Head of Digital - Abbott Lyon

The best ads often have to feel native. Collecting UGC 
content can help fuel your ad content and show 

potential customers what they want on-site, real 
people using your product outside of a studio 
environment.

LEAVE REVIEW

#abbottlyon
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